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About This Content

This DLC contains a fireproof suit that prevents fire damage on Abby and grants the ability to craft incendiary
ammunition.

On a tropical island night, all you need is some fireworks to bring a smile to your face, right? Well, now you can light ‘em up all
on your own.

Equip Abby with a fireproof suit and teach her how to craft incendiary bullets. Because who doesn’t want to walk
through flames while lighting their enemies on fire? Not just for pyromaniacs, kids! Get ‘em while they’re hot!

• Ready to be smoking hot (but not burned)? Then get in that fireproof suit and strut your stuff!

• Walk through flaming bushes unharmed. Toss those Molotov cocktails with wild abandon!
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• What’s better than firing ammo? Firing FIRE AMMO, of course. Master the incendiary bullet crafting skill to make your
guns shoot flaming projectiles.
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As someone who rarely beats games that i enjoy I really liked this game. Its kinda short but well worth the time. My only wish is
that a sequal or even dlc that carries on the story. The mechanics in the game are pretty smooth for the most part and the whole 
 telekenetic, slow time, switch between time periods  thing is freakin awesome! ive played games like this that were similar to
this aka Psi-Ops ( i loved that game with a passion and actually replayed it using the cheats and stuff.) So i was really happy
when i saw what i could do hit my nostolgia button. 8/10.. Fun game to pass the time, but can get really trickey at times. Overall
its a good game.. Dragon Warrior 1 with a lot more depth - good stuff!. Best 9.99 eur spend long time now, great music, great
plane dynamics, only startet playing it and love it!!!. I think this game is a cool idea. It was one of the first games i played when i
got my first computer. So i may have a bias to like the game. But even now i like to go back to this gme every once in a while. I
think the tron style graphics where a good move. The graphics ♥♥♥♥♥s keep on talking about the 30 fps cap. But i dont care
about it.. This game is good until you get to the third round and they give you a laser as your weapon. You'll see.. Not the best
visual novel I have ever played, buts its still damn god. Don't play this if your depressed though. It can bum you out real bad.
The music can be light, foreboding, gloomy, and melancholic. The art style is fantastic and soft. The story isn't all too
compelling but characters make it work. It also has multiple endings. Good luck trying to find them though.. I really enjoyed the
concept of this game, and the aesthetics are fabulous. It's challenging too. For the price, you really can't go wrong.
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awesome game brings back memories plays exactly the same love it. very fun game. This is a great puzzle game for its cost. You
are sure to get plenty of enjoyment for the amount you pay. This was done by one person and it pretty incredible for what it is. I
hope that this game gets discovered by many more people.. That weekend when you have the house to yourself and bring the
Vive out into the living room, "YES! I can play Unseen Diplomacy!!". Want to kill 10-20 minutes but don't know what to play. .
. Play this!

Your average dual stick shooter for an awesome price!. It's not a bad game. The controls are a bit jinky. But, overall, it's kind of
fun for a limited amount of time. I think I paid about 30 cents for it. So, why would I complain?. I really like this game. The
exploration with random tiles and the mechanic of the encounters are well tought and it is working well for this type of game.

Sure you cannot make your own hero but the 4 provided are from your typical classes and are fun to play with. You will need to
craft items to improve their stats if you want to play in the higher difficulties. You can play and replay each mission with 1-4 of
these heros.

Highly recommended for solo players.
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